“SpecVet just seemed to blow away all the other competition out there.
It’s the only software that’s designed for veterinarians in our field.
We recommended it to all of our colleagues from day one.”
—Barbara R. Gores, DVM, Diplomate, ACVS

DESIGnED F o r t h e w a y y o u w o r k
For Specialists, by Specialists “this system is especially specialty and
emergency practices where there are more layers of departments and services.”

INtroDuCING a Bet ter way
tO G E t t H R O u G H yO u R DAy

—Dr. Jeﬀrey Dennis, DVM, Veterinary Specialty and Emergency Center

Flexible and Customizable “Spec Vet allows us to Build our own template for each
specialty practice, which is phenomenal. no other software system will let us do that.”
—Barbara R. Gores, DVM, Diplomate, ACVS

Intuitive “It’s very easy for those of us who administer the system. With SpecVet,
you can pretty much sit down and start working in it on day one.”
—Robert D. Cohen, DVM, CARES Director

Powerful Reporting “I want to be able to track procedures, track or evaluate
finances and transactions and do accounts receivable for doctors and departments.
SpecVet has all these diﬀerent layers and flexibility. It works the way we work.
I can track any variable I want without having to trick the system.”
—Dr. Jeﬀrey Dennis, DVM, Veterinary Specialty and Emergency Center

Improved Fee Capture “the Inventory Mangement / Billing integration? Irreplaceable.”
—Robert D. Cohen, DVM, CARES Director
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For Specialists, by Specialists
Designed for the Way you Work
Intuitive & Easy to Learn
Flexible and Customizable
Powerful Reporting
Improved Fee Capture
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here are five reasons why SpecVet oﬀers a better,more profitable way to get through your day.
1. Better, More Profitable
Practice Management

2. Report Writing Designed for
the Clinician

SpecVet can improve your organizational
oversight, increase eﬃciency and boost revenue
capture through its enhanced reporting and
accountability functions.

SpecVet’s reporting echoes real-world
record keeping. Standard and custom
templates provide the flexibility to meet
the diﬀerent needs of diﬀerent specialists,
yet provide the form and structure to ensure
accuracy, consistency and completeness.

For example, SpecVet automatically factors
in accounts receivable and automatically
calculates items with less than standard
mark-up, eliminating the hassle of manually
calculating variable production. Robust
productivity/billing reports display information
by any parameter you choose—by doctor,
department, location, patient and much
more—all with a few simple steps.

er/Specialty Software —
Designed for the
way you work
Highly frustrated with existing software for
his ER/specialty practice, John Beltz, DVM,
embarked on a mission to design a practice
information management system to meet
the unique needs of specialty veterinary
clinics. the result was SpecVet.
SpecVet has proven itself in ER/specialty
clinics around the country for more than
10 years, gaining a reputation for its ease
of use and comprehensive functionality.
now, after gathering input from more than
30 doctors and administrators, we’re proud
to introduce SpecVet—next-generation
veterinary software that’s even more
powerful and intuitive.
If you’re changing the way you work to
compensate for shortcomings of your current
software, stop! SpecVet mimics the clinical and
administrative workflow of ER/specialty clinics.
no other software delivers SpecVet’s flexibility,
consistency and accuracy.

Of course, time clock, payroll and inventory
management system (IMS) functions are a
given—but SpecVet takes them to a whole
new level. only SpetVet integrates with
Pyxis and Cubex. Select the patient’s name,
take the product and SpecVet automatically
adds it to the invoice and subtracts it
from inventory.
“I think your charge capture and what we
gained in eﬃciency were amazing. It helps
our staﬀ on the floor improve inventory
management, and it makes sure that
we charge for everything we do.”
— Robert D. Cohen, DVM
CARES

there’s no need for clinicians to leave the
current report to refer to other reports.
One click provides instant access
to a patients entire history.
Further, SpecVet stores each lab result
individually, rather than as one report, so you
can search for and compare values of interest.
“In our clinic, we provide daily reports to
the primary care family veterinarian. Most
software out there doesn’t have the ability
to, immediately fax or e-mail with the
push of a button. SpecVet does!”
— Barbara R. Gores, DVM
Veterinary Speciality Center of tucson

3. Intuitive Interface
SpecVet’s unique clinical dashboard—an
industry first—provides access to all relevant
information in once glance. One mouse click
takes you to any screen you need, and the only
limits are access privileges.

4. Harness the Power of
Information
SpecVet’s granular data structure allows
you to search financial, medical and
demographic data across any criteria,
producing instant results in an easily
useable format.

“SpecVet gives me a sense of everyone and
what they are doing. Just by looking at a
screen, I can see all the active visits. With
the other program, I couldn’t pull up cases,
couldn’t tell who was in the hospital and it
would crash all the time.”
— Donna Steckley, Practice Manager
CARES

“From a patient data standpoint, patient entry,
patient retrieval, the search capabilities are
just phenomenal. you can search for
anything and everything you want…
it’s very comprehensive.”
— Robert D. Cohen, DVM, CARES Director

From a visit screen, DVMs have instant
access to all patient and client info,
medical records, estimates, invoices,
payments, orders, labs, prescriptions
and reports.

SpecVet allows you to analyze market trends
and to track referrals from area veterinarians to
specific locations, departments and even your
individual specialists. you can also perform
time-of-day and other time/work/revenue
analysis to best manage resource allocation.

In less than half an hour, a visiting DVM or new
employee can be up and running, able to focus
on learning their jobs rather than the computer
system. SpecVet doesn’t require a manual; brief
videos show you all you need to know.
“Ease of use is very important, especially
in a large practice with 80 or 90 employees.
SpecVet allows pretty much anybody to
walk over and retrieve useful information
quickly and easily.”
— Robert D. Cohen, DVM
CARES

“SpecVet allows us to track individual doctors,
departments…track the whole hospital, case
numbers and procedures that veterinarians
use on a departmental or an individual level.
In other words, there are more levels to it than
can be found in any other software out there,
which is why I like it.”
— Jeﬀrey Dennis, DVM
Veterinary Specialty and
Emergency Center
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5. Robust, Powerful System
SpecVet allows true multi-location
functionality, remote access and up to 1,000
users with multi-level security and privileges.
there’s never a good time for downtime in a
24x7 operation, which is why SpecVet
provides continual back-up, eliminating
the user interruptions found on other
systems. SpecVet also eliminates record
lockout, which enables multiple users to enter
information simultaneously. Its messaging
system ensures communication with all
users, even those who don’t have a clinic
e-mail account.
And of course, SpecVet is dual-platform
for Mac and PC compatibility.
“We have 26 doctors in our hospital, and
we’re open 24 hours, seven days a week,
365 days a year. SpecVet has proven to
be a very reliable system.”
— Barbara R. Gores, DVM
Veterinary Speciality Center of tucson

